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Advanced Intel® Xeon Phi™ product family formerly 
known as “Knights Corner” Workshop Performance Tuning Labs 
 
This document describes three labs related to Intel® Xeon Phi™ Coprocessor 

(codename: Knights Corner) performance 
- Lack of thread parallelism/load imbalance 
- Poor TLB locality 
- Wrong functions offloaded 

Lack of Thread Parallelism / Load Imbalance 

Overall set up 
Set up 

- Files, if not already installed on your machine 
o Obtain and untar tuning.tgz 

$ cd ~ 
$ tar xf tuning.tar.gz 

- Environment 
o If you haven’t already, set up the paths in your shell, e.g. with 

$ source /opt/intel/composerxe/bin/compilervars.sh intel64 
$ source /opt/intel/vtune_amplifier_xe/amplxe-vars.sh 
 

Lack of thread parallelism/load imbalance 
Set up 
- $ cd ~/tuning/1_thrpar 
- Compile and run thrpar1.c with make: 

$ make runthrpar1 
- Record the execution time :____________us 

 
Performance diagnostics 1 
- Run the thrpar1 from Intel® VTune™ Amplifier using the project in 

/home/intel/lab_workspace/tuning/1_thrpar/proj1, unmodified.   
o Here’s how you open the project  

 
o And here’s the properties screen for that project  
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You might need to get to the project settings and adjust the path information. You can 
press Ctrl-P to get to the project settings. 
 
- From the summary tab (Hotspots analysis), what are the execution times for the 

top three functions? 
 

o Function 1 name  _____________   Execution  _______sec 
 

o Function 2 name  ______________   Execution  _______sec 
 

o Function 3 name  ______________   Execution  _______sec 
- From the summary tab, record the logical CPU count on the machine (correlate 

with output from micinfo): 
                                     _________ 
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- View the time line in VTune, on the bottom of the screen after clicking the “Top-
down Tree” button 

 
Record the # of software threads “rows” in the thread profile chart:  ___________ 
- At the lower right, filter by module.  How many of the threads have brown events 

in them?   

 
 
________  This is how many threads you’re really using. 

- What’s the performance issue that you’re seeing?  ____________ 
- What can you do to boost performance, based on what you see, without a code 

change? 

  ______ _________________________________________ 
- Compare make runthrpar1.50 to make runthrpar1.   
- Record the execution time for make runthrpar1.50:  _______________us 
- Look at the code in thrpar1.c.  How many iterations are in the loop to which  

 
parallel for is applied?  ________  
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- Change the KMP_AFFINITY environment variable to the settings below (scatter, 

compact, balanced).   
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- Record the execution times.  You can also get the execution times from the 
command line with make runthrpar1.50?, where ? is b for balanced, c for 
compact, s is scatter.  It’s hard to see the shape with VTune on MIC, since the 
threading libs aren’t (yet) instrumented, and they all look busy.  If you’re 
ambitious, you could come back at the end of the lab and explore ways of 
evaluating thread usage while doing real work vs. spinning. 

  Execution time Shape of thread profile 
 

o scatter __________us ________________ 
 

o compact __________us ______________ 
 

o balanced __________us ____________________ 
 

- Which affinity was best?  ________ 
 

- Why? ____________________________ 
 

Now change OMP_NUM_THREADS to 100 by changing the project’s command line, 
or do  
 $ make runthrpar1.100b 

- Record the execution time: ___________us 
Now change OMP_NUM_THREADS to 150 or do 
 $ make runthrpar1.150b 
 

- Record the execution time: ___________us 
Now change OMP_NUM_THREADS to 150 or do 
 $ make runthrpar1.200b 
 

- Record the execution time: ___________us 
 

- Which number of threads is best?  __________ 
 

- When are 2 threads/core likely to be better?  ________________ 
 

- When are 4 threads/core likely to be better?  _______________ 
 
Summarize what you need to do to expose thread parallelism:  
 
______________ 
Summarize what you need to do to achieve thread load balance:   

 
_________________________ 
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Poor TLB Locality 

Overall set up 
Set up 
- Files, if not already installed on your machine 

o Obtain and untar tuning.tgz 
$ cd ~ 
$ tar xf tuning.tgz 

- Environment 
o If you haven’t already, set up the paths in your shell, e.g. with 

$ source /opt/intel/composerxe/bin/compilervars.sh intel64 
$ source /opt/intel/vtune_amplifier_xe/amplxe-vars.sh 

Set up app 

- Compile and run stream with make: 
$ cd ~/tuning/2_stream 
$ make runstream 

- Record the reported bandwidth:            ________ MB/s 
 
Enable and run with libhugetlbfs 
- Mount hugetlbfs, allocate huge pages on the device – try this manually yourself to 

build confidence! 
$ make 2MBprep 

- Make and run a 2M pages version of stream, and dump the results 
$ make runstream2MB 

- Record the reported bandwidth:                             _______MB/s 
 
Why goes huge-page support increase the available bandwidth?  
 
 
____________________________________ 
 
Can you try to root-cause the behavior by using VTune Amplifier XE? Here are some 
hints: 
- Open the existing VTune project “stream”. You might need to get to the project 

settings and adjust the path information. You can press Ctrl-P to get to the project 
settings. 

- Create a new user-defined analysis by copying the Lightweight Hotspot analysis 
for Knights Corner. 

- Use the following counters/events: 
o CPU_CLK_UNHALTED 

o DATA_READ 
o DATA_PAGE_WALK 

- Do one run without 2MB pages. 
- Do another run with 2MB pages in the same project. 
- Compare the two runs through the compare feature. 

 
Do expect an additional benefit by turning off ECC? 
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Wrong functions offloaded 
 
Set up app 
- Compile and run offload, using make: 

$ cd ~/tuning/3_offload 
$ make runoffload1o 

- Notice that it sets OFFLOAD_REPORT=. 
- Run offload again, using make and the unix time command.  Use the second 

version if you’re paranoid about overhead from the H_TIME output 
$ time make runoffload1o 

- Record the total elapsed time, as reported by unix time:  HT=________s 
- Record the host total offload time, as reported by H_TIME: HO=_______s 
- Record the target total time, as reported by H_TIME:   DO=______s 
- Record the % of time that the app is offloaded, DO/HT:    ___________% 

- Are you happy with that much of your app being offloaded? (Y/N) ___ ___ 
- How many invocations does H_TIME report?   ________ 

 
Evaluate the code 
- Look at offload.c, in main() 
- How many functions are there?  _____ 
- How many functions are offloaded?  ____ 
- Optional step:  

o Use VTune to evaluate the time spent in each function running only on the 
host. Recompile the code with the flags ‘-O0 –no-offload’. Create a project, 
and be careful to avoid name conflicts when creating the directory, e.g. put 
it in …/tuning/3_offload/offload-1.  This is an offload app, so use the Xeon 
collector: Hotspots under Algorithm Analysis, not under the Intel® Many 
Integrated Core Architecture (Intel® MIC Architecture)list. Here’s how the 
result looks. 

-  
o What % of time is spent in  

 Func1 ___________% 
 Func2   ___________% 

- Is the time-intensive function offloaded?  (Y/N)  _ __ 
 
Change the code and re-evaluated it 
- Copy offload1.c to offload2.c 
- Edit offload2.c to make Func2 offloaded as well   
- Run offload2, using make and the unix time command.  H_TIME is set again. 

$ time make runoffload2o 
- Record the total execution time, as reported by unix time:  HT=________s 
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- Record the host initialize target time:                                        IT=__________s 
- Record the host offload time, as reported by H_TIME:  HO=____________s 
- Record the device offload time, as reported by H_TIME: DO=___________s 
- Record the % of time that the app is offloaded, DO/HT:    _____________% 
- Record the % of time spent in initialization, IT/HT:          _____________% 
- Would you expect the init time and overhead in main to get amortized away for a 

long-running app?  (Y/N)   _____ 
- How many invocations does OFFLOAD_REPORT report?   ______ 
- Are you happy with that much of your app being offloaded? (Y/N) __ ___ 

 
Congratulations on completing the performance labs! 

- CJ Newburn, Intel 
- Michael Klemm, Intel 
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Advanced  

Intel® Xeon Phi™ product family formerly 
known as “Knights Corner” Workshop 
Performance Tuning Labs - Key 

This document describes three labs related to KNC performance 
- Lack of thread parallelism/load imbalance 
- Poor TLB locality 
- Wrong functions offloaded 

 

[Editor’s note – change formatting to leave space for hand-written answers.  Make 
separate copies with and without reference answers.] 

Overall set up 
Set up 
- Files, if not already installed on your machine 

o Obtain and untar tuning.tgz 
$ cd /home/intel/lab_workspace 
$ tar xf mem-tun.tgz 

- Environment 
o If you haven’t already, set up the paths in your shell, e.g. with 

$ source /home/intel/lab_workspace/preptools 

Lack of thread parallelism/load imbalance 
Set up 
- $ cd /home/intel/lab_workspace/tuning/1_thrpar 
- Compile and run thrpar1.c with make: 

$ make runthrpar1 
- Record the execution time :___5391.6_________us 

 
Performance diagnostics 1 
- Run the thrpar1 from VTune Amplifier using the project in 

/home/intel/lab_workspace/tuning/1_thrpar/proj1, unmodified.   
o Here’s how you open the project  
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o And here’s the properties screen for that project  

 
- From the summary tab, what is the execution time % for the top three functions? 
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o Function 1 name  ________svml_sin8_______   Execution  ____30.4___% 

 
o Function 2 name  ______liomp5.so_______   Execution  ____29.6___% 

 
o Function 3 name  ________svml_cos8_______   Execution  ____25.1___% 

- From the summary tab, record the logical CPU count on the machine (correlate 
with output from micinfo): 
                                     ______244___ 
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- View the time line in VTune, on the bottom of the screen after clicking the “Top-
down Tree” button 

 
Record the # of software threads “rows” in the thread profile chart:  _____7______ 
- At the lower right, filter by module.  How many of the threads have brown events 

in them?   

 
 
_____1___  This is how many threads you’re really using. 

- What’s the performance issue that you’re seeing?  _______not using all cores_____ 
- What can you do to boost performance, based on what you see, without a code 

change? 

  ______OMP_NUM_THREADS__________________________________________ 
- Compare make runthrpar1.50 to make runthrpar1.   
- Record the execution time for make runthrpar1.50:  ___182.1_____________us 
- Look at the code in thrpar1.c.  How many iterations are in the loop to which  

 
parallel for is applied?  _____75______  
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- Change the KMP_AFFINITY environment variable to the settings below (scatter, 

compact, balanced).   
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- Record the execution times.  You can also get the execution times from the 
command line with make runthrpar1.50?, where ? is b for balanced, c for 
compact, s is scatter.  It’s hard to see the shape with VTune on MIC, since the 
threading libs aren’t (yet) instrumented, and they all look busy.  If you’re 
ambitious, you could come back at the end of the lab and explore ways of 
evaluating thread usage while doing real work vs. spinning. 

  Execution time Shape of thread profile 
 

o scatter ____154.5______us ________1 or 2 thr/core, 50 cores _________ 
 

o compact ___271.1_______us ____4 thr/core, 75/419 cores__________ 
 

o balanced ___154.5_______us __________1 or 2 thr/core, 50 cores__________ 
 

- Which affinity was best?  _____balanced, if cache sharing, else same as scatter___ 
 

- Why? __________best use of cores__________________ 
 

Now change OMP_NUM_THREADS to 100 by changing the project’s command line, 
or do  
 $ make runthrpar1.100b 

- Record the execution time: _____128.7______us 
Now change OMP_NUM_THREADS to 150 or do 
 $ make runthrpar1.150b 
 

- Record the execution time: _____160.3______us 
Now change OMP_NUM_THREADS to 150 or do 
 $ make runthrpar1.200b 
 

- Record the execution time: _____106______us 
 

- Which number of threads is best?  ______302.8____ 
 

- When are 2 threads/core likely to be better?  __________ bandwidth bound ______ 
 

- When are 4 threads/core likely to be better?  __________ latency limited ______ 
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Poor TLB locality 
Set up app 
- Compile and run stream with make: 

$ cd /home/intel/lab_workspace/2_stream 
$ make runstream 

- Record the reported bandwidth:            __161041.1435__ MB/s 
 
Enable and run with libhugetlbfs 
- Mount hugetlbfs, allocate huge pages on the device – try this manually yourself to 

build confidence! 
$ make 2MBprep 

- Make and run a 2M pages version of stream, and dump the results 
$ make runstream2MB 

- Record the reported bandwidth:                             ___173459.2753________MB/s 

- This time, for some reason, the relevant module is libhugetlbfs.tmp.XXXX instead 
of streamVec.  Record the following event counts for just that module 

o Event    Count 
 

o CPU_CLK_UNHALTED  _____1895.73B_________ 
 

o DATA_READ   _____47.97B_________ 
 

o DATA_PAGE_WALK  ______0________ 
 

o LONG_DATA_PAGE_WALK ______0________ 
- What % of reads incur a page walk, due to a DTLB miss 

(DATA_PAGE_WALK/DATA_READ)?  _____0_____ 
- What % of reads incur a page walk that has to go all the way to memory to get the 

page table entry (LONG_DATA_PAGE_WALK/DATA_READ)?  ______0________ 
- What was the % reduction in page walks incurred for TLB misses, from using 

libhugetlbfs?  ____100_____%.  Are you impressed?  (Y/N)  _____heh, heh__ 
- What was the increase in bandwidth, from using libhugetlbfs?  ____6.1____% 

Wrong functions offloaded 
 
Set up app 
- Compile and run offload, using make: 

$ cd /home/intel/lab_workspace/3_offload 
$ make runoffload1o 

- Notice that it sets OFFLOAD_REPORT=1.   

- Run offload again, using make and the unix time command.  Use the second 
version if you’re paranoid about overhead from the H_TIME output 

$ time make runoffload1o 
- Record the total elapsed time, as reported by unix time:  HT=___1.46_____s 
- Record the host total offload time, as reported by H_TIME: HO=___.32_____s 
- Record the target total time, as reported by H_TIME:   DO=____.005____s 
- Record the % of time that the app is offloaded, DO/HT:    ______0.3______% 
- Are you happy with that much of your app being offloaded? (Y/N) ___negatory___ 
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- How many invocations does H_TIME report?   _____1___ 
 
Evaluate the code 
- Look at offload.c, in main() 
- How many functions are there?  ___zwei__ 
- How many functions are offloaded?  __eins___ 
- Optional step:  

o Use VTune to evaluate the time spent in each function.  Create a project, 
and be careful to avoid name conflicts when creating the directory, e.g. put 
it in …/tuning/3_offload/offload-1.  This is an offload app, so use the Xeon 
collector: Hotspots under Algorithm Analysis, not under the MIC list. Here’s 
how the result looks. 

-  
o What % of time is spent in  

 Func1 _____41______% 
 Func2   _____53______% 

- Is the time-intensive function offloaded?  (Y/N)  __N__ 
 
Change the code and re-evaluated it 
- Copy offload1.c to offload2.c 
- Edit offload2.c to make Func2 offloaded as well  (see offload2-ref.c) 
- Run offload2, using make and the unix time command.  H_TIME is set again. 

$ time make runoffload2h 
- Record the total execution time, as reported by unix time:  HT=____4.87____s 
- Record the host initialize target time:                                        IT=_____.32_____s 
- Record the host offload time, as reported by H_TIME:  HO=_.32+1.76+1.75_s 
- Record the device offload time, as reported by H_TIME: DO=.005+1.75+1.74_s 
- Record the % of time that the app is offloaded, DO/HT:    _3.5/4.87=71__% 
- Record the % of time spent in initialization, IT/HT:          _.32/4.87=6.6__% 
- Would you expect the init time and overhead in main to get amortized away for a 

long-running app?  (Y/N)   ___Y___ 

- How many invocations does H_TIME report?   _____3___ 
- Are you happy with that much of your app being offloaded? (Y/N) __not bad____ 

 
Congratulations on completing the performance labs! 

- CJ Newburn, Intel 
 


